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Dear Ms Shaw 

INQUIRY INTO REGIONAL AIRFARES IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission on the Parliamentary Inquiry 
relating to airfare prices on regular public transport (RPT) air routes in regional 
Western Australia (WA), to be undertaken by the Economics and Industry Standing 
Committee. 

Tourism Western Australia (Tourism WA) is a statutory authority within the 
Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation. Tourism WA focuses on the 
development of sustainable air services to grow leisure tourism to and within the 
State. Given the sheer size of WA, regional aviation accessibility is important to 
tourism, as it is to residents, business, and the mining and resource sector. 
Regional aviation is a critical element of economic and social growth for the State's 
regions. Within this context, affordability is an ongoing concern. 

Tourism WA notes the complexity of WA's regional aviation sector in comparison 
to other States. The prevalence of the mining and resource sector in WA drives, 
and can often effectively underwrite, a large proportion of regional air routes. 
Consequently, the question of 'high' versus 'affordable' airfares requires 
consideration from both the needs of the community (residential travel and 
outbound/inbound tourism), and the commercial realities of the aviation and 
resources industries. This is particularly relevant for the State's unregulated 
routes .1 

1 Air routes in WA with insufficient passenger demand to support airline competition are regulated by the WA 
State Government, granting monopoly rights to a single airline to operate on a particular RPT route. Currently, 
there are six regulated air routes in the State and one partially regulated route. 
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The commercial drivers and associated economies of scale for commercial aviation 
are not well understood by those not active in the aviation industry. An inquiry into 
regional aviation and affordability provides a transparent and open forum to inform 
the public on some of these issues, and seek explanation from airlines and other 
related stakeholders on some of these many complexities. Tourism WA 
recommends that the committee examine and report on the status of regional 
aviation in WA focussing on the cost of air fares as well as how these are derived, 
the impact (cost/yield) to airlines, airports and other stakeholders including 
residents, the tourism industry and the mining and resources sector. 

Tourism WA is supportive of the inquiry identifying innovative solutions to alleviate 
some of the challenges in this sector. Further, a collegiate approach that seeks 
positive strategies and options that are supported by all relevant stakeholders, 
including but not limited to the State's airline carriers, is recommended . A potential 
outcome of the inquiry can also be the determination of whether market intervention 
by government is required. 

The attached submission provides comment on the State's regional aviation sector 
in line with the terms of reference of the inquiry. 

For further information during the inquiry please contact Ms Claire Werkmeister, 
Director Aviation and Policy on (08) 9262 1781 or by email to 
claire.werkmesiter@westernaustralia.com. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide a submission in relation to airfare 
prices on RPT air routes in regional WA. Tourism WA welcomes the opportunity to 
discuss its submission and is available to do so at the Committee's request. 

Yours sincerely 

. , /°,J9--~ 

Stephen Wood 
A/DIRECTOR GENERAL 

VJ July 2017 
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Submission to the Economics and Industry -C
Standing Committee in relation to its , r.: 

Inquiry on Regional Airfares in Western Australia WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

The Role of Tourism WA 

As of 1July2017 Tourism WA is part of the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (JTSI) . 

This Department also includes the previous Department of State Development, parts of the 

Department of Commerce (i .e. Innovation, Defence and Industry Development), parts of Department 

of Premier and Cabinet (i.e . Trade Offices and Office of Science) and Tourism WA. 

Tourism WA concurrently retains its status as a statutory authority under the leadership of A/Chief 

Executive Officer, Mr Stephen Wood - the Director General of JTSI. Tourism WA continues to be 

governed by a Board of Commissioners responsible for guiding the agency's overall strategic direction, 

determining standards of operation and delegating operational decision-making to its officers. Tourism 

WA continues to report to the Minister for Tourism. 

The agency's purpose is to promote and develop Western Australia's iconic tourism experiences. Th is 

is undertaken by marketing the State as a competitive tourism destination; developing, attracting and 

marketing major events; and supporting significant tourism infrastructure and development projects. 

For the 2015-16 financial year, the WA tourism industry employed 109,000 people and injected over 

$10.6 billion into the Western Australian economy {GVA). In accordance with the State Government 

Strategy for Tourism in Western Australia 2020 (the strategy) released in December 2012 the 

aspirational goal is to increase total visitor spend in WA to $12 billion by 2020. 

Aviation is an integral part of the social and economic development of the State . Tourism WA plays an 

active role in aviation development and policy (international and regional) focussed on the 

development of sustainable aviation services to and across the State to promote leisure visitation from 

international, interstate and/or regional priority markets. Additionally, the agency advocates on 

relevant policy areas related to aviation (country to country bilateral air service agreement, cabotage) 

to ensure and aid prosperity and ease of access across the State. In line with the agency's partnership 

approach, Tourism WA works closely with airport owners, airlines and other partners in these 

activities. 

Tourism WA and Regional Aviation 

Regional aviation in WA is a critical transport option for both communities and businesses. Air services 

play a key role in connecting remote and regional areas in WA with Perth, as well as catering for local 

communities, the resource and corporate sectors, and the leisure tourism markets. 

Tourism WA's regional aviation focus is on the development of sustainable air services to grow leisure 

tourism . However, the majority of passenger traffic on WA's regional air routes is resource and 

corporate sector related, followed by residential traffic. While leisure traffic exists on some regional 

routes, the incremental growth opportunity for leisure tourism on many has limitations. Much of the 

State's regional leisure visitation is self-drive, due to a combination of consumer travel preference, lack 

of affordability or accessibility (i.e . lack of intrastate connection, flights originating primarily from 

Perth, lack of fly/drive affordable options) and on-ground infrastructure including car hire, taxi service 

etc. It remains critical therefore for market growth to occur in business travel and by local communities 

for commercial viability of air routes to occur. 
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lnquiry on Regional Airfares in Western Australia WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Tourism WA analyses 10-15 regional cities and towns in the State on an annual basis, to assess the 

tourism related aviation development opportunities. Critical factors in identifying these include : 

• Market potential and the supporting tourism infrastructure of a destination (i.e. 
accommodation, density and diversity of attractions, availability of other support services such 
as supermarkets, hire cars, banks/ATMs etc.); 

• Current visitor market size and mode of travel preferences; 
• Current aviation market size and trends (growth, inbound/outbound, category of traveller 

where available); 
• Commercial logistics of current operations including current incumbents, level of capacity, 

performance of routes {load factors and yield), airport operational logistics (costs, runway and 
airport capability or restrictions); and 

• Geographical location, population and other industry support. 

Based on the outcomes of the 2017 analysis, the agency's current focus includes: 

i. Broome - Seeking opportunities to develop regional and interstate aviation capacity for the 
airport, promoting affordable aviation (marketing/aviation development) as a means to 
stimulate leisure tourism, and exploring opportunities for international development from 
South East Asia . 

ii. Kununurra - Exploring opportunities to develop interstate flights in partnership with the East 
Kimberley Marketing Group, and consideration of opportunities to increase capacity and 
patronage through existing carriers (i.e . Air North and its Darwin connectivity). 

iii. Busselton - Supporting the redevelopment of the Busselton Margaret River Airport, including 
the current review by Government on costs and operations, and actively working on securing 
East Coast services in a timely fashion in accordance with the airport's development timeline. 

iv. Regional regular public transport {RPT) routes Albany and Monkey Mia - Continuing to actively 
work in partnership with the Department ofTransport and regional tourism offices to promote 
inbound tourism on these routes, whilst concurrently acknowledging that growth in tourism 
alone will not significantly change the route dynamics, given largely {80%+) non-leisure related 
traffic. 

v. Exmouth - Maintaining a watching brief on deregulated performance and continuing active 
marketing within existing MOU relationships (including linkages with upcoming 2018 Qantas 
Perth - London direct flights). Longer term, review opportunities for aviation development 
focussed on peak season. 

vi. A further medium to longer-term goal of the agency is to explore opportunities to secure low 
cost carrier services for multiple viable regional airports across the State - a potential game 
changer if successful. 

Regions not identified as a tourism priority at this time were identified as having some or all of the 

following limiting factors: 

• An inadequate level of leisure tourism drivers and/or a predominant local focus on industries 
such as resources; 

• A population base and current aviation market size too small to enable the growth of an inbound 
aviation leisure market; and/or 

• A predominant preference of the leisure market for self-drive. 
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Factors contributing to the current high cost of regional airfares; 

WA's regional aviation sector is highly complex and affordability of regional flights is an ongoing 

concern to the tourism industry, residents and government. Fares are often expensive, stemming in 

part from how closely passenger traffic relies on resource sector fly-in fly-out (FIFO) patrons. Other 

commercial and cost demand issues include, but are not limited to: 

• route seasonality; 
• level of airport fees and charges; 

• market size; 
• load factors (how many passengers compared to available seats); 
• airline yield targets on routes; 

• one-directional nature of demand on WA routes; 
• network circuity- aircraft deployment optimization (one aircraft will fly more than one route in 

order to maximise its ROI to an airline); 

• demand profile, business, tourism, visiting friends and relatives; 
• cost profiles of different planes; and 
• declining air travel demand for a number of regional air routes post the mining-boom. 

WA also has 12 regulated regular public transport (RPT) routes to ensure adequate public transport 

services are operated to destinations with insufficient passengers to support competition from 

multiple airlines. Deeds award monopoly rights to a single airline on a route. Currently, the majority of 

these deeds are held by smaller airlines (the exception being partially regulated route, Exmouth 

(Learmonth)), with the airlines effectively acting like a 'bus' in the sky. 

As mentioned, an important contributing factor to the cost of regional fares, particularly for 

unregulated routes, is the predominance of business and FIFO traffic. The prevalence and reliance of 

this traffic is also assumed to often affect incentives for airlines to provide lower fares on remaining 

seats. A further difficulty in this area is that revenue and yield management is commercially sensitive; 

airlines do not share intelligence on how they manage operational costs versus fares, the details of 

charter or commercial contracts, or network opportunities (or opportunity cost). However, the 

predominance of business and FIFO traffic are known key contributors to the cost of fares in regional 

WA, impacting the availability of seats for tourism, residents or other purposes. 

Air Fares and Yield Management 

An airline will set the price of a seat in order to maximise the yield on a flight to ensure sustainability 

and to make profit once all operational costs are covered. Pricing is set according to a tariff rate for 

each route - that is the scale of fares available within each pricing class: economy, premium economy, 

business etc. Nowadays there are often different fare types in a class, such as saver fares or fully 

flexible. Each fare type has a scale within it for pricing - a minimum and maximum with multiple steps 

in between. Some seasonal routes will also have different tariff rates by season - lower in the weaker 

travel months and higher in the peak, with a third option occasionally for shoulder seasons. 
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This is supposed to dictate the maximum and minimum level of fares that are available when a 

consumer goes to book, either via an agent or directly on line with an airline; the scale of pricing adjusts 

automatically, increasing or decreasing depending on how close to departure and how full a flight is as 

time passes. The further out a flight is booked, the cheaper the fare will be. As the departure date 

approaches and the number of available seats grows smaller, fares increase. This tactic is one used 

globally in the aviation sector and most people are familiar with having to pay more for a flight booked 

a few days or a week before departure than if booked months in advance. Airlines can override the 

tariff rates to accommodate sales or to set premium pricing over peak periods -AFL Finals, Christmas, 

Easter etc. - a global trend in aviation whereby airlines seek to maximise revenue over these times. 

Higher fares have a larger impact on the leisure or resident passengers, and are less likely to impact a 

business traveller whose 'need' to travel is less reliant on cost than the necessity to be in a region or 

destination for business purposes. 

In WA, business and FIFO traffic is often booked by utilising seat blocks on flights under a contract 

agreement with an airline or booked well in advance due to known work and associated travel 

schedules. As such, even if a company does not have a set rate or discount rate negotiated, it can often 

access lower pricing by booking early. A limited availability of left-over seats on popular FIFO/business 

flights often sees 'surge pricing1
' on remaining seats then accessed by residents or visitors who typically 

book with shorter lead times. 

Directionality of Flights 

Another aspect resulting from the high FIFO /business related traffic utilising the State's regional flights 

is directionality, which creates issues for an airline's revenue management side. A number of flights 

will depart from one direction full, predominantly with FIFO traffic; however the return flight may be 

(practically) empty. Population bases at the regional airport side (residential traffic) and the level of 

tourism passengers is not enough to fill the returning flights. This highlights two aspects. Firstly airlines, 

when looking at how to ensure profitability on a route, must take into account the empty or dead legs. 

If not enough revenue can be made on a flight leg then pricing will likely be lifted on the fuller flights 

in order to achieve a break-even or profitable position. This is a part of the economies of scale in 

aviation. 

Secondly, this highlights that there are likely flights on most routes which are expected to be empty 

and where pricing is likely to remain lower (exceptions being school or public holiday periods where 

travel to key regional tourism destinations removes the empty flight aspect). There is also a pattern of 

use by FIFO/business traffic - Monday morning flights are often full of business/FIFO traffic heading 

out to work, returning Friday afternoon or evening. More limited use will occur on weekends or mid

week (noting different routes will see different patterns of use). Correspondingly, if a resident or 

visitor wishing to travel to/from a region within WA coincides with the patterns of use of the 

FIFO/traffic, pricing can be expected to be high. If they are able to plan or be flexible on the time of 

day or the day itself, they will likely be able to book a considerably cheaper fare. 

1 'Surge pricing' - occurring when a company raises the price of its offering if there is an increase in demand and limited 
supply in order to maximise revenue . 
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There is a lack of promotion or education around this issue in general and an airline will not actively 

promote this on their websites, not being in their commercial interest to do so. The potential for 

partner entities to educate or promote however may prove possible and is recommended to be 

explored. 

Regional Schedules and Capacity 

Capacity on Australia's regional routes is typically driven by population size at each end, with tourism 

or corporate related traffic typically secondary. Iconic destinations such as Uluru or the Great Barrier 

Reef can reposition tourism as a key driver for traffic and, in turn, see levels of capacity operated 

greater than a population base. In recent years WA's regional aviation capacity has largely been driven 

by the resource industry's FIFO workforce; the resources boom in turn driving capacity growth, with 

many flights largely underwritten (paid for) by resource corporate contracts. This saw a significantly 

large level of flights across the State's regions operated that were discrepant to a regional city or area's 

population size or 'normal' travel market size. 

The change in the State's resource sector, moving from construction to production, resulted in 

significantly decreased number of FIFO and resource sector travel; which in turn has seen decreases in 

air service capacity across WA (regional and interstate). These reductions occurred through either less 

numbers of flights, or reductions in seat capacity through operating smaller planes while maintaining 

flight frequency in order to meet the needs of the remaining corporate/resources market. 

A view of routes operated across and into WA at the peak af the mining boom, and post the boom. 
Source: Ailevon Pacific Consultina 

Impacts that high-cost regional airfares have on regional centres
from a business, tourism and social perspective; 

A lack of affordable aviation can challenge a regional destination's ability for economic and social 

development. For those isolated further by significant distance this can be magnified, particularly for 

the northern part of the State. As identified, for the resource sector related business or FIFO traffic, 

the impact may not be as considerable. For resident travel however, it can inhibit the ability for people 

(or families) to move easily as desired or required for business, leisure or other reasons, such as 

medical. Driving long distances removes a level of efficiency and accessibility. 
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For the tourism industry, this has a further impact on local business and a region's ability to stimulate 

or grow visitation. Tourism WA has undertaken a number of consumer research studies over the last 

three years to measure awareness, attractiveness, opportunities and challenges across the State's 

tourism regions. Lack of affordable access, both actual and perceived, was consistently identified as a 

challenge for future visitation. Airfare affordability in particular was highlighted. 

High airfares are anecdotally known to detract leisure visitors (especially family groups) from booking, 

in particular for interstate and intrastate visitors, or can limit the level of activity undertaken in a 

destination as the airfare takes a larger proportion of a set holiday budget. Increased aviation access 

across Australia (and globally) has created high levels of competition, a higher prevalence of 

international travel and a price conscious consumer. High airfares for travel to/from WA's regional 

aviation consequently creates further barriers in an already busy and competitive marketplace. 

This is juxtaposed with regional destinations and tourism industry, also impacted by the State's 

changed resource sector, seeking to grow tourism in order to restore economic growth. A review of 

average occupancy levels in two of the State's key regional tourism destinations highlights an ability 

to grow inbound tourism, in particular over shoulder travel periods. 
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Survey of Tourist Accommodation {STA}, Small Area Data, Western Australia 
{Includes data for hotels, motels and serviced apartments) 
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Margaret River Region includes: Margaret River, Busse/ton, Busse/ton region, Augusta, Bunbury 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Survey of Tourist Accommodation {STA}, Small Area Data, Western Australia 
{Includes data for hotels, motels and serviced apartments) 
Source: Ailevon Pacific Consulting 
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Tourism WA undertook (with assistance from Ailevon Pacific Aviation Consulting) an analysis of airfares 

on a number of WA routes during the month of June 2017, noting this did not include the school 

holiday period . Results were recorded daily for fares booked on the day of travel, a week in advance 

of travel, two weeks in advance etc. The tables below review the average of these results for the key 

regional aviation tourism destinations (more is available for other routes if required). 
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Average Airfares to Kununurra 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Source: IATA, Airline Website, SkyScanner, Ai levon Pacific Aviation Consulting, Tourism WA Analys is 
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Impact of State Government regulatory processes on the cost and 
efficiency of regional air services; 

Air routes in WA with insufficient passenger demand to support airline competition are regulated by 

the WA State Government, granting monopoly rights to a single airline to operate on a particular RPT 

route . Currently, there are six regulated air routes in the State and one partially regulated route . 

Airline 

Aviair 

Qantaslink 

Regional Express 

Regional Express 

Skippers Aviation 

Skippers Aviation 

Skippers Aviation 

Regulated air route 

Kununurra - Halls Creek 

Perth - Exmouth (Learmonth)* 

Perth - Albany 

Perth - Esperance 

Perth - Leonora - Laverton 

Perth - Meekatharra - Mt Magnet- Wiluna 

Perth - Monkey Mis - Carnarvon 

* reduced regulation through route monitoring but allowing airline competition at any time 
• Aviar operates subsidised air services on a trial basis only until 30 June 2017. 

• Qantaslink operates under a licence arrangement only. 

• Regional Express operates under deed of agreement until 27 February 2021. 

• Skippers Aviation operates under a deed of agreement until 1 July 2018. 
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The Department of Transport has oversight of the State's regulated routes and regularly monitors 

performance on these. With the exception of the Kununurra - Halls Creek route, the State 

Government of WA does not seek to subsidies any of its regional routes. 

Actions that the State and local government authorities can take to 
limit increases to airfares without undermining the commercial 
viability of RPT services; 

and 

Actions that airlines can take to limit increases to airfares without 
undermining the commercial viability of RPT services; 

Tourism WA recommends extensive consultation be undertaken with a range of stakeholders in order 

to better understand the complexities and general use of the State's regional aviation sector. This may 

additionally aid in identifying innovative opportunities and solutions to aid affordability and provide 

easier access for regional communities and/or inbound leisure visitation. This could include: operating 

airlines, airport owners (noting the States' airports are largely owned by local government), State and 

Commonwealth Government agencies, the resource sector, local community representatives and 

tourism industry stakeholders. 

Tourism WA encourages the Inquiry to seek innovative solutions to alleviate some of the challenges in 

this sector and would note the likelihood that this require a collegiate approach between government, 

airlines and other stakeholders. To expect only airlines to change or drop prices may not be prudent 

or possible without a level of change, adaptability and/or partnership from a wider assortment of 

stakeholders. 

An example of a successful partnership between State, local government and airlines can be seen on 

the regulated route, Perth - Esperance. In order to alleviate fare prices, the Shire of Esperance as the 

airport owner agreed to reduce or waive some of the aeronautical charges normally passed to the 

airline per passenger or per flight. These charges are passed on to a consumer and the retraction meant 

an equivalent drop in fare price. Further, the airline agreed to provide special community fares, and 

most recently has announced that 24 hours prior to departure all remaining seats on flights are 

reduced to $129 one way. This is an example of a positive, collaborative public private partnership 

(PPP). However, the ability for this to be mimicked on all routes or by airlines is problematic. 

For larger airlines in particular, to set a precedent of significantly reducing all remaining seats and 

corresponding fares on a flight in the last 24 hours risks educating consumers to hold until the 24 hour 

prior point before booking. This would impact an airline's ability to forward manage its network and 

effectively yield manage routes. The prevalence of frequent flyer sales, annual birthday sales, financial 

year sales - all utilised more and more by the major carriers throughout their direct online booking 

systems and via their frequent flyer databases - has changed consumer booking preferences, leading 

to shorter lead times on booking periods especially in the domestic space: from 3-6 months in advance 

to 2-6 weeks in advance. Additionally, for smaller regional carriers there can be challenges around 

driving inbound tourism given limited online customer bases and/or marketing budgets; with a greater 

reliance on travel trade or local support to build and drive demand and awareness of flights. 
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Another example of collaboration between government, airlines and other stakeholders around airfare 
affordability has been on Perth - Onslow, an air route underwritten by a large scale contract, required 
for transportation of a resource company's {Chevron) FIFO workers. Underwriting a flight mitigates 
any financial risk as the 'underwrite' covers the operational costs of the flight. The State Government 
of WA, Chevron and the incumbent airline(s) worked together to ensure a level of seats per flight were 
available for community use and, at a set fare. A more detailed account of this initiative is provided at 
Appendix A. Again however, this initiative would not be suitable for many regional routes in WA where 
circumstances, and passenger and revenue /costs are different. 

Tourism WA subsequently supports that the Committee's recommendations take into consideration 
individual routes, operating airline (or airlines noting impact of completion) and type of service 
(regulated, unregulated); and notes that a one-size-fits-all approach may not provide the most 
effective outcomes across the State's regional aviation sector. 

Potential areas for consideration and exploration by the Inquiry in their review and discussions with 
stakeholders are suggested below. It is noted that the commercial viability of all of these may not prove 
possible or sustainable for some airlines or on some routes. These aspects and the requirement for 
support, subsidy, or dropped levels of charges/tax/or other to assist may also be required. 
Suggested areas to be explored and discussed with airlines, airports, government etc.: 

• Ability to provide reduced fares on routes 24hr prior to departure (and wider implications to 
consumer booking patterns etc). 

• Access of local residents to 'community fares' at an agreed set maximum rate. 
• Agreed maximum fare levels on routes for each season without exception (includes holidays and 

special events) to be reached between Government, airport owners and airlines. 
• Reductions to airport charges with equivalent reductions to fare scale of tariffs. 
• What level of education can airlines provide, and commit to provide ongoing, to assist residents 

and local tourism operators to access affordable airfares (requires cross airline agreement for 
implementation) . 

• What do airlines require from Government or industry in order to review, amend and lower fares 
and tariff scales? 

• How can airlines using their regional in market offices to advise Government or other stakeholders 
about empty legs (directionality); and find opportunities to educate/promote (either direct via 
airline or indirectly in collaboration via airport or third party-Tourism WA, agents, etc.) consumers 
on directionality of flights to assist in finding more affordable fares. 

• Review of subsidy potential for airlines based on performance focussed targets for driving inbound 
tourism into regions. 

• Review of opportunities to secure low cost services to relevant regional ports in WA. 
• Review of subsidy on regional routes to enable more affordable fares for communities and inbound 

leisure tourists. 
• Review of sales and associated sale and travel period to ensure adequate levels of sales are 

provided on routes for all consumers to match booking profiles and required modes of 
communication. 

• What opportunity might exists for WA smaller regional airlines to interline/partner with larger 
conglomerates (Qantas Group or Virgin Australia Group) - what barriers, costs or logistics may 
prevent this and what is the ability and role of airlines, airports or Government to assist or facilitate? 

• Tourists often want to fly one way and drive the other, or vice versa . The cost of one way car hire 
drop off is excessive typically $600-900 extra charge on top of the normal car hire. How can 
government or other stakeholder help facilitate or assist reducing this cost and making more 
accessible/ affordable? What role can airlines play to provide cost effective 'open-jaw' flights? 
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Recent actions taken by other Australian governments to limit 
regional RPT airfare increases 

The actions and positions of other Australian government on their regional regulated or unregulated 

routes is not information easily accessible to Tourism WA. Incentives, agreements, support or similar 

arrangements with airlines, airports and/or governments are typically confidential in the highly 

competitive aviation sector (relevant also for international and interstate services). Tourism WA has 

provided some information and links to publicly available documents or media articles which are 

considered relevant. 

1. Queensland Government: Local Fare Scheme - Far North Queensland. 

In July 2015, the Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads announced a Local Fare 

Scheme for Far North Queensland: providing an airfare discount of up to $400 for return air travel 

for local residents when travelling between eligible airports. The scheme is administered 

through participating airlines and local Councils from selected airports in Cape York and the Torres 

Strait and airfares must be booked through a local ticketing agent. The aim of the scheme is to, 

through financial assistance, improve the standard of living in remote parts of Far North 

Queensland by reducing the cost of air travel to and from selected airports for eligible residents. 

Link:https://www.tmr.q ld.gov.au/Travel-and-transport/Local-Fare-Scheme-Far-North

Queensland.aspx 

2. Australian Government: Remote Air Services Subsidy Scheme (RASS) 

The RASS Scheme is part of the Australian Government's Regional Aviation Access Programme. 

RASS subsidises a regular weekly air transport service for the carriage of passengers and goods such 

as educational materials, medicines, fresh foods and other urgent supplies to communities in 

remote and isolated areas of Australia . Due to the distances involved and with road access to many 

communities often cut for several months during the wet season, a regular air service offers the 

only reliable means of transport. 

Link: https://i nfrastructu re .gov .au/aviation/ regio na I/ rass .aspx 

3. Both the Northern Territory and Queensland Governments are understood to have provided 

subsidies at various times to support regional air services across its State. 

QLD related Links: 

2017 /18 Queensland State Budget - Service Delivery Statements Dept Transport and Main 

Roads (p16): https://s3 .budget.qld.gov.au/budget/papers/5/bp5-dtmr-2017-18.pdf 

Department of Transport and Main Roads, Long distance bus, air and urban bus services in 

regional Queensland, March 2010 https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Travel-and-transport/Long

distance-air-services/Review-of-long-distance-passenger-services 

NT related Links: 

https:// dip I. nt.gov. a u/tra nspo rt/transport-strategies-a nd-p la ns/ natio na I-remote-and

regio na 1-tra ns port-strategy/pub I ic-fo ru m-d iscussio n-pa per; 

http://www.treasurv.nt.gov.au/PMS/Publications/BudgetFinance/BudgetPapers/l-BP3-

1617.pdf 
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APPENDIX A - Onslow RPT Case study 

Background 

• Historically, Onslow airport has not had a Regular Public Transport (RPT) flight 
service. However, in 2012 the airport was significantly upgraded by Chevron to 
accommodate the larger aircraft and high traffic volumes required to transport the 
construction workforce for its nearby Wheatstone LNG Project. 

• Skippers aviation briefly provided an RPT service to Onslow on a trial basis using 
smaller propeller aircraft, but ultimately this service was not sustainable. 

• In response to community demand, the former Department of State Development 
(DSD) worked with Chevron to make a limited number of seats available to the 
public (RPT service) on selected construction charter flights. DSD also worked with 
BHP Billiton Petroleum to make approximately 70 seats available to the public on its 
weekly Macedon project flight. 

• The Chevron RPT construction charter arrangement has been in place since 2015. 
However, there are only a limited number of seats (between 5-17) available on 6 
return flights per week, with 60 seats available in total 

• The construction flights are managed by Chevron's head contractor, Bechtel, with 
costs recouped from any fares sold to the public. 

• In response to sustained complaints from the Shire of Ashburton and the Onslow 
community regarding the prices of the fares, Chevron has recently worked with 
Bechtel and Virgin to establish the price for fares sold to the public at $299 each way 
Perth to Onslow return. 

Current Situation 

• The Department of Jobs, Science, Tourism and Innovation (JTSI) has been working 
closely with Chevron, Shire and the Department of Transport (DoT) to secure an 
ongoing RPT service for Onslow, underpinned by Chevron's operational phase flight 
requirements for the Wheatstone project. 

• Chevron recently awarded the tender for its Phase 5 Operational aviation contract to 
Virgin, with the service currently scheduled to start in March 2018. Chevron 
anticipates that at this stage it will require 5-6 return flights each week, with 
approximately 30 seats available to the public on each flight. 
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• Chevron has worked with Virgin to establish an RPT fare at $299 each way Perth to 

Onslow. This arrangement, in which the cost of the charter flight is underwritten by 
Chevron for its Wheatstone Project, enables the local Onslow community to have 
increased access to an RPT service at close to cost price fares. 

• DoT intend this route to be "semi-regulated", and has advised that it will insert 
conditions into Virgin's licence that require it to facilitate a regular community forum 
and provide data to government regarding the use of the service. 

Experiences that may be applicable to other regional airports 

• It is clear that an ongoing RPT service for Onslow would not be viable unless 
underwritten by a large scale contract, such as is required for transportation of 
Chevron's operational fly in fly out (FIFO) workforce. 

• However, once the service is underwritten by a large commercial customer, 
experience in Onslow has demonstrated that there is little incentive for the carrier to 
market and provide low fares to the community given that the seats have already 
been paid for. It is therefore important that any such contract include conditions that 
require the carrier to establish a fare for any publicly available seats to the same 
price enjoyed by the commercial customer underwriting the service. 
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